MAHESHWARI PUBLIC SCHOOL, SHREENATH PURAM, KOTA
SESSION-2017-18
SUMMER HOLIDAY HOME-WORK
CLASS-VIII
Hindi

gekjs [kku&iku] jgu&lgu esa tks cnyko vk jgs gS] bl cnyko ds i{k&foi{k ds vk/kkj ij viuh mÙkj iqf Lrdk esa yxHkx 200
“kCnksa esa ys[k fyf[k,A
¼clar½ ikB 1 ls 3 ;kn djsaA O;kdj.k % Loj laf/k ds lHkh Hksnksa ds 10&10 mnkgj.k nsdj Li’V dhft,A

English-I

1. Write poem ‘Flowers’ on a coloured paper beautifully and paste it in English I note
book.
2. Learn all question-answers of chapter 1 to 3

English-II

1. Write an articles on the topic ‘Nature-Birds and flowers’ on a single coloured paper and paste it in
English II note book.
2. Do the exercises of ch. Articles.

Maths

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Science

1.
2.

S. St.

Prepare a project on all properties of Rational number (properties of addition, properties of
subtraction, properties of multiplication, properties of division.
Do all the remaining sums in Holiday homework note book of chapter – 1, 2
Maths Lab manual (First five activities must be done in practical notebook)
Collect new agricultural machine pictures and paste in a file or copy with their names and uses or
write a short note on Green Revolution
Find out the names of any five scientist who discovered vaccines for disease and paste its
pictures Or draw the pictures of microorganism with different characteristic features.

Sanskrit

Make project file
Learn Ch-1 (History)
“kCn :i % ckyd] yrk] unh] xq:] fir`] vLen~] ;q’en~] rn
/kkrq :i % iB~] fy[k~] xe~] d`] vl~] ¼ik¡pksa ydkjksa esa½

Spoken English

Practice what has been taught and prepare a conversation for the given situations.

You are special to us in many ways, so we wish you
“Happy Summer Holidays!”
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1. Write poem ‘Flowers’ on a coloured paper beautifully and paste it in English I note
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2. Learn all question-answers of chapter 1 to 3

English-II

1. Write an articles on the topic ‘Nature-Birds and flowers’ on a single coloured paper and paste it in
English II note book.
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Maths

(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Science

3.
4.

S. St.

Prepare a project on all properties of Rational number (properties of addition, properties of
subtraction, properties of multiplication, properties of division.
Do all the remaining sums in Holiday homework note book of chapter – 1, 2
Maths Lab manual (First five activities must be done in practical notebook)
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Spoken English

Practice what has been taught and prepare a conversation for the given situations.

You are special to us in many ways, so we wish you
“Happy Summer Holidays!”

